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Brightwater Visor Patch Instructions 
 
Included are four components: 
18 inches shock cord 
1 - quick release  
1 - Six inch foam fly holder tube 
1 - #10 (1 ½ inch) Safety Pin 
 
To install the Brightwater Visor Patch use the shock cord to measure around your vehicle’s visor front to 
back.  Add approximately ¾ inch to the length and cut the shock cord.  You may want to heat the cut 
ends to seal. 
 
Measure the foam fly holder tube against your vehicle’s visor and cut it to the desired length with a pair 
of scissors (we recommend about ¾ to 1 inch less than the visor).   If possible, trim off one full segment 
for a Mini-Patch.  Note: some vehicles with wide visors may require you to use the full length tube. 
 
Pull the plastic quick release apart into two pieces.  Tie a knot in the shock cord at one end. Thread one 
half of the quick release (larger open end toward the knot), then the foam fly tube and the other end of 
the quick release (larger open end with lip facing away from the foam) onto the shock cord.  Tie another 
knot at the remaining end of the shock cord and pull the knot into the quick release.  Snap the quick 
release together securely and slide the loop over your visor with the foam fly tube facing out.  If the cord 
is too loose open the quick release and retie one of the knots a bit further from the end of the shock 
cord and trim off any excess cord. 
 
If you have a full segment (1½ inch) left over you can make a mini patch for your shirt or cap.  With a 
pair of scissors cut two small ”Vs” facing each other into one wall of the segment (see picture).  Open 
the safety pin and thread the stationary side thru the hole in the tube, nestling the two ends into the V 
cuts.  You can now use this mini patch on your hat or shirt to hold flies while fishing.  
  
If you have any questions or problems with installation, please email me for assistance. 
 
Pictures of completed Brightwater Visor Patch and Brightwater Mini-Patch are on the back of this page. 
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Quick Release 

 

 
 

Assembled Brightwater Visor Patch 
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Assembled Brightwater Mini-Patch 
 

 
 


